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Abstract
The concert ticket business consists of two players: the primary ticket seller
and the scalpers. Ticketmaster is the dominant primary ticket seller. It has attempted
several projects in hopes of breaking into the secondary ticket market. In this pa-
per, we first investigate its merger with Live Nation, a concert promoting business.
Members of U.S. Congress and several consumer protection groups opposed the
merger due to the combined company’s control of ticket sales and concert venues;
however, the merger was approved by the U.S. Department of Justice in January
2010.
The increasing presence of online ticketing has equipped scalpers with new
technology. Regular consumers have to compete with “ticket bots,” which are vir-
tual robots that are programmed to buy up tickets to be sold at a higher price. The
secondary ticket market is currently a $4 billion-a-year business. The research in
this project examines the change in total welfare when scalpers are introduced. We
created our own model of the ticket market incorporating a monopolist, scalpers,
and regular consumers. We took into account the externality effect of concert at-
tendance in calculating monopolist’s revenue. Our results suggest that in some
scenarios the inclusion of scalpers does not change the total welfare. In order to
protect consumer’s interest, legal restrictions limiting ticket resale may not be as
effective as introducing competition in the primary ticket market.
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I Introduction
When the word “scalper” is mentioned, one usually thinks of a shady looking
man in trench coat and sunglasses standing near the venue before events, stopping
passers-by and offering exorbitantly priced tickets. Today, with the widespread
use of Internet and online ticketing, ticket buyers are no longer competing with
“sketchy” men for tickets; instead their new rival comes in the form of virtual robots
programmed to buy up tickets. In a New York Times article on these “ticket bots”,
Ticketmaster claimed bots have been used to purchase up to 60% of the tickets for
some popular shows (Sisario, 2013). These tickets are then resold in the secondary
ticket market. In fact, ticket reselling is estimated to be a $4 billion-a-year busi-
ness (Karp, 2013b). The Economist declared that, “Live music is one of the few
businesses in which second-hand goods often sell for more than new ones (2011).”
Tickets to sold-out shows can be easily found on an online secondary ticket market,
such as StubHub and Craigslist, at a marked up price. SeatGeek, a search engine for
finding tickets, even provides consumers with a “deal score”. The score is calcu-
lated by taking into account historical prices and seat location for those secondary
and primary market tickets. This search mechanism allows consumers to find tick-
ets efficiently and at the best value.
The pervasiveness of scalpers can be explained by the imbalance in supply
and demand. Specifically, for popular concerts, there is high demand but only a
limited supply of tickets. Additionally, ticket prices are often considered to be un-
derpriced and far below market value. A reasoning for this is the complementary
market for concert ticket sales. Underpricing tickets increases the chance the con-
cert would be sold out. Consequently, primary ticket sellers and promoters will
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benefit from higher merchandise and concessions sales at the actual concert. There
is also incentive to charge a “fair” price to consumers (Courty and Pagliero, 2012).
Fans expect the artists to charge affordable prices for their concerts; backlash may
occur when this unwritten agreement between fans and artists is broken. Artists
are fully aware of the advantages of underpricing tickets. As Kid Rock articulated
in an interview: “If you give people a fair price, I think they will feel better about
spending their money. They might spend just as much because they do not feel like
someone is trying to get one over on them (Kenney, 2013).” These undervalued
tickets are what drive the secondary ticket market. Kid Rock experimented with
several tactics to deter scalpers while maintaining inexpensive tickets on his latest
tour. Case in point, Kid Rock increased the supply of tickets by performing more
shows. He also instituted paperless tickets and tickets with adjustable pricing, based
on demand, for some of the best seats in the concert. To further show his dedication
to his fans, the seats in first two rows were not available for purchase; instead, they
were reserved for die-hard fans only (Kenney, 2013). In return, Kid Rock received
a share of the beer and merchandise sales at the concert. These ancillary revenues
provide justification for undercharging primary market tickets and not maximizing
ticket profit.
Artists are not the only ones who are taking actions against scalpers. Tick-
etmaster, the dominant primary market ticket outlet, has long been seeking ways
to break into the secondary ticket market. In 2008, Ticketmaster acquired Tick-
etsNow, a secondary ticketing marketplace. Controversy surrounding TicketsNow
appeared during Bruce Springsteen’s “Working on a Dream” tour in 2009. Fans
complained that Ticketmaster had redirected them to TicketsNow, where tickets are
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sold at a higher price, when there were still face-valued tickets available at Ticket-
master’s main site (Nakashima, 2009). Next, Ticketmaster tried to circumvent the
secondary market in 2009 when it issued “paperless tickets.” These tickets are only
redeemable at the event using the credit card the ticket was purchased with, thus
they are nontransferable and cannot be resold (Budnik and Baron, 2011). However,
The Wall Street Journal reported only around 0.1% of all tickets sold today are pa-
perless due to its transfer restrictions that limit consumers (Karp, 2013a). By 2011,
Ticketmaster, in another attempt to compete with scalpers, introduced the option of
dynamic pricing, which institutes flexible prices based on demand (Pham, 2011).
This is very similar to airline’s pricing system. Ticketmaster claims that more than
half of the teams in the NBA and MLB uses this; however, the plan never caught
on in the music industry. According to surveys, consumers are opposed to dynamic
pricing (Brustein, 2012). Despite the lack of wide spread usage of the system, the
introduction of this option reaffirmed Ticketmaster’s desire to claim a share in the
secondary market business.
More recently, in August 2013, Ticketmaster introduced a new ticketing plat-
form: TM+. This site would allow primary tickets and resale tickets to be sold
on the same webpage. Through this set up, Ticketmaster can prevent tickets being
sold at less than the face value. Furthermore, the company will be able to collect a
10% fee each from buyer and seller for these resale transactions (Knopper, 2013).
In comparison, Stubhub currently collects 10% fee from buyer and 15% from the
seller. TM+ can benefit the consumers by providing an easy one-stop site for buy-
ing tickets. On the other hand, there are possible conflicts of interest when a ticket
seller is participating in both the primary and secondary market. For instance, Tick-
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etmaster could decrease the supply of face-value tickets by providing promoters
with more incentive to directly sell them at a higher price in the secondary market.
Ticketmaster and Live Nation proposed a merger in early 2009. The merger
was investigated by the United States Department of Justice for antitrust concerns.
Ticketmaster is the largest primary ticket seller, while Live Nation is the world’s
largest concert promoter. Together, the new company would be involved in concert
promoting, marketing, ticketing, concert merchandising, etc. Antitrust regulators
argued this would be “both a horizontal and vertical merger” (Van Buskirk, 2009a).
The merger was officially approved in the U.S. on January 25th, 2010. We will
present an in-depth examination of the merger between the two companies in the
next section.
Live Nation Entertainment accounted for more than 80% of U.S. primary
ticket sales market when it was formed. Therefore, successful adoption of the TM+
system can have substantial impact for the ticket selling market. Challenges pre-
sented to Live Nation Entertainment include convincing brokers/scalpers to sell
through the TM+ system instead of StubHub, the current dominant leader in the
secondary ticket market. The sellers in the secondary ticket market may include
consumers who realize they cannot go to the event at a later date or professional
scalpers. In general, the majority secondary market transactions involve ticket
scalpers who want to make a profit. Given such a prevalent and competitive sec-
ondary ticket market, we are interested in studying the welfare effects of ticket
scalpers. Empirical studies have been done in the literature to investigate the change
in welfare when a secondary ticket market is present (Leslie and Sorenson, 2009).
In addition, some theoretical models of the ticket market have been constructed to
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study the effect of allowing resellers on promoter’s surplus (Courty, 2003a, 2003b;
Karp, Perloff, 2005; Sa´, Turkay, 2013). In this paper, a new model of the ticket
market will be defined extending previous work. Our model will be different from
the previous studies by altering some of the assumptions. We will incorporate ex-
ternalities into the pricing decisions made by the primary ticket seller. Our goal is
to study the impact of scalpers on consumer and producer welfare. From this, we
can determine if it is necessary to establish laws and regulations to prohibit ticket
scalping.
Outline
In the next section, the merger between Ticketmaster and Live Nation will
be discussed in detail, so as to gain insight into the current primary ticket market.
Next, we will review previous studies on the primary and secondary ticket mar-
ket. These previous models will provide the foundation for our new model. From
there, the model of the concert ticket market will be laid out. To begin with, we
will introduce the “simple” model where there is only one scalper and one regular
consumer competing for the same ticket. The equilibrium payoff and total welfare
will be examined for the “simple” case. Next, we will move on to a more general
case where there is a mass of scalpers and a mass of regular consumers. We will
complete similar evaluations on the general model. Comparative statics analysis
will be performed on this new model. Further examination of the model will be
done when we study extreme scenarios. Namely, we will investigate the change in
welfare when there are no scalpers present; we will also observe the changes in the
threshold of externality in our model by adjusting some parameters. We will find
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that, in some cases, the introduction of scalpers did not change the total welfare.
Moreover, increasing the mass of scalpers induces the monopolist ticket seller to
charge a higher price. Finally, we will consider the limitations to our model and
suggest ideas for future studies. In the conclusion, we will establish the welfare
effect of allowing scalpers into the ticket market.
II Case Study of the Ticketmaster/Live Nation Merger
II.1 Background
Ticketmaster and Live Nation announced their merger deal on February 10,
2009. They believed this merger would “build a more efficient and effective com-
pany moving forward,” because they thought the future of music industry is in live
entertainment (Van Buskirk, 2009b). In a joint statement issued by the two com-
panies, they stated that by merging their ticketing operations and concert promo-
tion, they would be able to strengthen the slumping music industry (Van Buskirk,
2009b). The announcement was met with much opposition, many of whom thought
the merger was anti-competitive. Among those who were vocally against the merger
was Bruce Springsteen. The singer had previously encountered issues with Ticket-
master and TicketsNow (Ticketmaster’s secondary ticket market); Ticketmaster di-
rected fans to TicketsNow when primary market tickets were still available. Spring-
steen wrote a letter to his fans stating that the merger would create a monopoly in the
music ticketing business. He urged fans to take action against higher ticket prices
by contacting their representatives about the impending merger (Kreps, 2009). The
Department of Justice investigated the merger in the United States; the Competition
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Commission completed a similar review in the United Kingdom.
The case was under heavy antitrust scrutiny at the Department of Justice.
Ticketmaster has long been a dominant player in the primary ticket market. Previ-
ously, during 1994-1995, Ticketmaster was investigated by the Department of Jus-
tice for its alleged anticompetitive and monopolistic behaviors. This inquiry was
brought upon after a Los Angeles Times series exposed Ticketmaster for charging
service fees as much as 25% of the base ticket price. The case was abruptly dropped
on July 6, 1995 after a year of investigation. Sources cite lack of resources in the
antitrust division and the difficulty of the case as reasons for why the investigation
was closed (Philips, 1995).
As the dominant primary ticket outlet, Ticketmaster had over 80% share of
the major concert venues in 2008.1 The company also owns a majority interest in
the country’s largest artist management company, Front Line Management Group,
Inc. As the dominant concert promoter, Live Nation is in charge of over 75 concert
venues in the United States alone. In the past, Live Nation had been the largest
client of Ticketmaster.2 The collaboration ended, in 2007, when Live Nation de-
cided it would not renew its contract with Ticketmaster when the contract expires
the following year. Instead, Live Nation partnered with CTS Eventim, the largest
primary ticket provider in Europe. The two companies entered into a ten year agree-
ment which allows Live Nation, with the help of CTS Eventim, to launch its own
primary ticketing service in the United States by December 2008; CTS Eventim
will “provide back office ticketing services” for Live Nation in Europe (Cohen and
1United States v. Ticketmaster Entertainment, Inc. and Live Nation, Inc. Complaint, Department
of Justice, 2010. http://www.justice.gov/atr/cases/f254500/254552.htm, accessed March 4, 2014
2Id
9
Grossweiner 2007). Live Nation quickly established itself as a credible competi-
tion to Ticketmaster; it became the second largest primary ticket provider. Ticket-
master’s share of concert venues fell to around 66%, while Live Nation controlled
16.5% of the venues.3 As a concert promoter, Live Nation can induce artists to
use their ticketing system by providing concert venues. Moreover, Live Nation
can challenge Ticketmaster by charging lower prices. It has incentives to sell more
tickets in order to collect additional revenue associated with how well tickets sell.
II.2 The Merger
Over 25,000 emails were addressed to the United States Department of Justice
in an effort to block the proposed merger. Members of the United States Congress,
the Computer and Communications Industry Association, and several consumer
protection groups all publicly disapproved of the deal (Branch, 2010). Opponents
of the merger believed it would lead to even less competition in the primary ticket
market. The merger would particularly be harmful to CTS Eventim, which had just
signed a contract with Live Nation. There were also concerns the deal would lessen
the pressure for Ticketmaster to lower ticket prices and provide higher quality of
service. The costly entrance fee and lengthy time would also prevent new entries
from entering the primary ticket market easily. The new company formed by the
merger agreement would have an estimated combined enterprise value of $2.5 bil-
lion.4 Ticketmaster and Live Nation were competitors in selling primary tickets, so
this merger would be considered horizontal integration. The two companies also
3United States v. Ticketmaster Entertainment, Inc. and Live Nation, Inc. Complaint, Department
of Justice, 2010. http://www.justice.gov/atr/cases/f254500/254552.htm, accessed March 4, 2014
4Id.
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controlled other aspects of the concert industry, so this merger would be consid-
ered a possible vertical integration as well. Therefore, the merger could potentially
violate Section 7 of the Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C. §18. This section of the Clayton
Act states that no merger and acquisition may occur if the resulting effect “may be
substantially to lessen competition, or tend to create a monopoly”.5
The Department of Justice approved this merger, under several provisions,
on January 25, 2010.6 The investigation focused on the vertical integration aspect
of the merger. Merging several elements of the concert industry under a single
company creates concern for independent venue owners and managers being shut
out. This concern weighed more heavily than the horizontal integration that comes
with the consolidation of the two primary market ticket seller. After reviewing the
claims of vertical integration, the Department of Justice found it was not necessary
to block the merger for the following two reasons.7 First, the artist management and
promotion market is too fragmented for Front Line and Live Nation to be considered
“monopolists.” Second, the Department of Justice did not believe the merger would
decrease opportunities for new promoters and artist managers. The prevalence of
new artists makes it difficult to claim the two companies have locked up the talent
in the music industry. As a result, the claims of vertical integration did not hold.
The horizontal integration aspect of the merger was also examined; the Depart-
ment of Justice set conditions on the merger in order to create competition among
5Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C. §18 (1970)
6Justice Department Requires Ticketmaster Entertainment Inc. to Make Significant Changes
to Its Merger with Live Nation Inc., Department of Justice press release. January 25, 2010.
http://www.justice.gov/atr/public/press releases/2010/254540.htm, accessed March 4, 2014.
7The Ticketmaster/Live Nation Merger Review and Consent Decree in Perspective, Department
of Justice, 2010. http://www.justice.gov/atr/public/speeches/263320.htm, accessed March 4, 2014.
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the primary ticket market.8 To start with, Ticketmaster must license its ticketing
software to AEG, a major concert producer and venue owner. AEG can decide on
whether to replace the software or build its own ticketing platform after five years.
Next, Ticketmaster must sell its Paciolan business, which allows venues to host
their own primary ticket system on their website, to Comcast-Spectacor or another
suitable company. The Department of Justice hoped these “structural safeguards”
would create two new competitors in primary ticketing.9 Furthermore, the settle-
ment prevents the merged company from bullying venues into using its services
and engaging in any other anticompetitive conducts. The company is not allowed
to create “mandatory bundle of their services.”10 These conditions are the “behav-
ioral remedies” of the settlement, and they are instituted to protect the new primary
ticket market competitors.11 Assistant attorney general Christine Varney released a
statement regarding the implementation, proclaiming “I can assure you we will be
vigilant in our enforcement of these provisions, and our strict enforcement should
give AEG, Comcast-Spectacor, and others in the industry the confidence they need
to make business decisions that maximize competition on the merits without fear
of retaliation.”12 The two companies officially merged on January 25, 2010 in the
United States.
The merger was initially opposed in the United Kingdom; the Competition
8The Ticketmaster/Live Nation Merger Review and Consent Decree in Perspective, Department
of Justice, 2010. http://www.justice.gov/atr/public/speeches/263320.htm, accessed March 4, 2014.
9Id.
10Id.
11Id.
12Remarks As Prepared For Delivery By Assistant Attorney General Christine Varney At Ticket-
master/Live Nation Pen-and-pad Briefing, Department of Justice press release. January 25, 2010.
http://www.justice.gov/atr/public/press releases/2010/254581.htm, accessed March 4, 2014.
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Commission provisionally ruled against the merger on October 8, 2009.”13 The
Competition Commission found that the merger could hinder CTS Eventim’s chance
to become a major competitor in the primary ticket market. As mentioned above,
CTS Eventim had an agreement with Live Nation prior to the merger announce-
ment; however, this new development may encourage Live Nation to interfere with
CTS Eventim’s entry into the primary market. The Competition Commission was
concerned the merger would “lead to higher net prices and/or lower service qual-
ity and/or less innovation.”14 The Competition Commission cleared the merger on
December 22, 2009 when it reversed its previous decision.15 They concluded the
merger would not affect CTS Eventim’s chances of success in the United Kingdom.
Furthermore, the merger would not substantially lessen the competition in United
Kingdom’s live music industry. After the merger, in early 2010, Live Nation termi-
nated the contract with CTS Eventim (Fixmer, 2013). They claimed CTS Eventim
failed to develop a ticketing system that was satisfactory to them. Subsequently,
CTS Eventim filed an arbitration complaint to International Court of Arbitration of
the International Chamber of Commerce in April. After three years of proceedings,
the arbitrator ruled in favor of Live Nation (Fixmer, 2013).
13CC Rules Against Ticketmaster/Live Nation Merger , Competition Commission press release.
October 8, 2009. http://www.competition-commission.org.uk/assets/competitioncommission/
docs/pdf/non-inquiry/press rel/2009/oct/pdf/47-09, accessed March 4, 2014.
14Id.
15CC Clears Ticketmaster/Live Nation Merger , Competition Commission press release. Decem-
ber 22, 2009. http://www.competition-commission.org.uk/assets/competitioncommission/
docs/pdf/non-inquiry/press rel/2009/dec/pdf/56-09.pdf, accessed March 4, 2014.
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III Literature Review
A concern that arises, when scalpers participate in the ticket market, is whether
scalping would potentially decrease consumer welfare. If the goal of policymak-
ers is to protect consumers, then the discussion becomes whether or not scalping
should be illegal. There are laws prohibiting/limiting ticket resales at the state
level. More recently, in 2012, New Jersey Congressman Bill Pascrell announced
plans to reintroduce the Better Oversight of Secondary Sales and Accountability
in Concert Ticketing Act, also known as the BOSS Act. Provisions included out-
lawing the aforementioned ticket buying bots. Other provisions seek to limit scalp-
ing by prohibiting brokers from buying tickets within the first 48 hours of primary
ticket sale. However, these government restrictions are not easy to implement. D.
Harrington and E. Harrington (2012) found that providing consumer with more in-
formation, instead of government intervention, is the most efficient way to combat
ticket scalpers. As the online secondary ticket market becomes more competitive,
consumers have easier access to a wider selection of choices. The increased com-
petition in the secondary ticket market will also decrease the market power of these
resellers. The increased transparency in the marketplace will prevent scalper from
profiting from ill-informed consumers.
Courty (2003a, 2003b) has written several papers on the ticket market, fo-
cusing extensively on how tickets are priced. It is commonly acknowledged that
promoters will underprice tickets; this opens up opportunity for scalpers to profit.
Courty (2003a) argued the difference in consumer preferences also contributes to
why scalping exists. He found that promoters could not prevent scalpers from en-
tering the market when some consumers plan ahead while others postpone ticket
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purchase until later. Aditionally, Courty found that there was no change in total
welfare when secondary resellers were introduced. Courty pointed out that brokers
provide those consumers who decide to attend the event late an opportunity to still
go to the event. Furthermore, they can price discriminate and/or underprice tickets
when left with unsold tickets. Under this reasoning, it is possible for promoters to
sell more tickets when brokers are involved. Courty also suggested reasons as to
why promoters would want to deter brokers. Since the primary ticket sellers want
to maximize their profit, they will be unable to capture the entire late market unless
scalpers were prohibited. Courty’s (2003b) other paper modeled the ticket market
by taking into account the demand uncertainty of the consumers. In this paper, he
used a model similar to the one proposed by DeGrabas (1995), which modeled buy-
ing frenzies. DeGrabas showed that it is possible for monopolist to create excess
demand by limiting the supply. In doing so, monopolist can sell at a price higher
than the “market-clearing” price. Courty altered the assumption that the monopo-
list cannot commit to its action in the late market. Subsequently, he found that it
is never optimal to ration tickets. Moreover, the primary ticket seller should sell
either early or late but not both. When resale was included, Courty found that the
primary ticket market prefers that either resale is completely illegal or completely
allowed, but not the intermediate case where there is limited restriction on resale.
It would be the most optimal for the ticket seller to prohibit resale “when the event
is more popular, when the unit cost of production is lower, or when there is less
valuation uncertainty” (Courty 2003b). He also showed that producer profit could
not be strictly higher when resale market is introduced. The model assumes that
consumers do not know their valuation of the ticket until just before attending. It
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considers the primary ticket market as a monopolist that can sell tickets at different
prices depending on the date. In the end, Courty showed the producer profit for
selling early and allowing resale, compared to selling late, after consumers learn of
their valuation and no opportunity for resale, was the same (2003b).
Karp and Perloff (2005) also modeled the primary ticket seller as a monopoly
and found that allowing scalpers to enter the market increases consumers’ informa-
tion, which also allows the producer to increase prices. Therefore it increases pro-
ducer profit while reducing consumer welfare. The latter is due to the assumption
that scalpers capture the entire consumer surplus. Similar to Courty’s model, Karp
and Perloff’s model is made up of two periods. However, unlike Courty’s model
which assumes some consumers do not know of their exact valuation until after the
first period, Karp and Perloff assumes consumers are aware of their valuation for
both periods. They were able to show that the presence of scalpers could be bene-
ficial to the monopoly. When there is only one period, the monopoly cannot price
discriminate. However, the presence of scalpers allows the monopoly to essentially
“bundle the tickets” for the two type of consumers (Karp and Perloff, 2005). In the
two period case, when there is a small level of uncertainty, the presence of scalpers
allows the monopoly to charge a higher price in the first period, thereby increasing
monopoly’s profit (Karp and Perloff, 2005). This is because scalpers can ensure the
monopoly’s ticket sale will not be low in the first period.
Geng, Wu, and Whinston (2004) considered the strategy to partially restrict
resale by allowing resale in the first period and prohibiting resale in the second
period, closer to the event. They showed that it was possible for partial resale to
be better than no resale at all with respect to both producer and consumer surplus.
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Their model of ticket resale seeks to illustrate resale activity in the online market
during the earlier period of the event and resale activity at the actual event, which
is most commonly prohibited. Some of the limitations of this model include using
a discrete model of consumer valuation compared to a continuous one as used by
Courty (2003b). We do not know how the seller’s profit will change under partial
resale if the buyer’s valuation is continuous. In addition, Geng et al. (2004) only
modeled one specific example of partial resale. There can be other methods of
altering the timing of ticket resale. Even so, the case presented in this study suggests
increased consumer and producer surplus is possible when some resale is allowed.
This provides evidence that a complete ban on ticket resale is not an optimal choice
for the promoter.
On the empirical side, Leslie and Sorensen (2009) analyzed data set for pri-
mary and secondary ticket market of rock concerts using Ticketmaster, StubHub,
and eBay data. From the data, it appears ticket prices in the resale market are on
average 41% above face value. The model presented in the study consists of con-
sumers’ expectation of the resale market. Their model differs from the previous
models mentioned by only allowing primary ticket sellers to sell in the first period.
Next, consumers and scalpers are both allowed to resell tickets, whereas previous
models often limits resale to only one of them. As a result, the welfare of con-
sumers who resell the ticket is analyzed separately from the welfare of consumers
who actually attend the event. Finally, the effort by consumers in the arrival game is
considered. Leslie and Sorenson (2009) found that welfare gains are not significant
when resale is prohibited. With sites like StubHub and SeatGeek easily accessible
to consumers, it lowers transaction cost and increases total social surplus. While
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resale may lead to a more efficient allocation of tickets, it is offset by consumer’s
increased arrival and transaction cost in obtaining these tickets. They concluded
that from the standpoint of maximizing social surplus, the secondary ticket market
should be permitted. Moreover, on average, allowing resale markets lead to higher
revenues for primary ticket sellers. On the other hand, if the goal is solely to protect
consumers, Leslie and Sorensen proposed restrictions to limit resale markets are
necessary.
Some of the literature above suggests consumer welfare decreased when scalpers
were present. In a recent paper by Sa´ and Turkay (2013), they showed scalping may
actually improve consumer welfare when there is a large market size and high dis-
count rate for the scalper. Sa´ and Turkay (2013) developed a model consisting of
a three period game with three players. The players are the promoters, the con-
sumers, and the scalper. Consumers were broken into two groups: early movers,
late movers. The promoter first chooses the number of tickets and the price, and
the early movers purchase the tickets. The secondary ticket market was represented
by an auction structure. This suggests that in order for the scalpers to profit from
their transactions, the promoters must have already sold out all the tickets. Sa´ and
Turkay (2013) found that the primary ticket market and the secondary market might
work together in order to increase profits of the promoters. This recommendation is
similar to the coordination effort TM+ is trying to accomplish by showing the sec-
ondary ticket market on Ticketmaster’s own website. However, this may also create
the issue of collusion, and subsequently decrease consumer welfare. The dynamics
of ticket resale and the primary market is complex, and will be further examined in
our model.
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IV Basic Model
There are three agents in this game: primary ticket seller, scalper, and the
regular consumer. On the supply side, we model the primary ticket seller as a
monopolist. This is a reasonable assumption since the newly merged Live Nation
Entertainment controls over 80% of the primary ticket market. When modeling
monopolist’s revenue, we represent the size of the spillovers/externality generated
by concert attendance (merchandise revenue, concession sales, etc...) by E, where
E > 0. The cost incurred by the primary ticket seller is considered a sunk cost and
will not be factored into our model. On the demand side, both the scalper and the
regular consumer are vying for tickets. If the scalper and regular consumer both
want the same ticket, we assume that the scalper has the advantage. Scalpers have
technology which allow them to obtain the ticket ahead of the regular consumer. We
assume that the regular consumer is fully aware of his/her valuation for the ticket.
For simplicity, we consider this to be a one period game.
IV.1 Simple Case
A monopolist sells one ticket to an event, say a concert.16 There are two con-
sumers. One is the scalper who has zero valuation. The other is a regular consumer
who values the ticket vH with probability p, and vL with probability 1  p, 0 p 1
and vH > vL > 0.
The scalper receives vL if he charges vL; the scalper receives p · vH if he
charges vH . Thus, the scalper will charge vH when the demand for tickets is suffi-
16This is a simplification, later we extend the model to allow for a mass of tickets
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ciently high. That is, the scalper charges vH if and only if
p · vH  vL > 0. (high demand)
Henceforth, we assume (high demand) holds.
When the monopolist charges vL, and the scalper charges vH : with probabil-
ity 12 , the consumer buys the ticket directly from the monopolist; with probability
1
2 p, the scalper buys the ticket and re-sells it to a high valuation consumer; with
probability 12(1  p) the scalper buys the ticket but he is not able to re-sell it so the
ticket is not used. As a result, the expected number of consumers (the probabil-
ity the consumer attends the show) is 12 +
1
2 p and the monopolist’s total revenue is
vL+(12 +
1
2 p) ·E. The scalper’s profit is 12(p · vH  vL).
When the monopolist charges vH , the scalper does not attempt to buy tickets
as there is no possibility of profit. The scalper will be making “zero” profit, but
we assume there are some transaction costs involved with purchasing and reselling
tickets. Hence, the scalper will have “negative” profit. Therefore, the number of
expected consumers is p and the monopolist’s total revenue is p(vH+E).
Proposition 1. Given high ticket demand, when externality is high, E > 2(p·vH vL)1 p ,
then the monopolist charges vL. If externality is low, E <
2(p·vH vL)
1 p , then the mo-
nopolist charges vH. The monopolist is indifferent between charging vH and vL
when E = 2(p·vH vL)1 p .
For the discussion below, we will assume when E = 2(p·vH vL)1 p the monopolist
prefers charging vL. The monopolist prefers a higher attendance rate at the concert
if the revenue payoff is the same between charging the lower price and the higher
price.
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We will use p to represent the equilibrium payoffs of the monopolist, scalper,
and regular consumer. We denote the total welfare asW (p,vH ,vL). Total welfare is
defined as the sum of the expected payoffs of all agents in the game.
Proposition 2. The equilibrium payoff for a monopolist is
pM =
8>><>>:
vL+(12 +
1
2 p) ·E if E   2(p·vH vL)1 p
p(vH+E) if E <
2(p·vH vL)
1 p
Proposition 3. The equilibrium payoff for a scalper is
pS =
8>><>>:
1
2(p · vH  vL) if E   2(p·vH vL)1 p
0 if E < 2(p·vH vL)1 p
Proposition 4. The equilibrium payoff for a regular consumer is
pC =
8>><>>:
(p · vH+(1  p) · vL)  12(p · vH+ vL) if E   2(p·vH vL)1 p
0 if E < 2(p·vH vL)1 p
We are able to reach the following proposition from the three propositions
above.
Proposition 5. The total welfare is
W =
8>><>>:
(12 +
1
2 p) ·E+(p · vH+(1  p) · vL) if E   2(p·vH vL)1 p
p(vH+E) if E <
2(p·vH vL)
1 p
Proof. The total welfare is determined by the expected welfare sum of expected
payoffs of all agents (monopolist, scalper, and regular consumer). When the mo-
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nopolist charges vL, the total welfare is
W = pM+pS+pC
= vL+(
1
2
+
1
2
p) ·E+ 1
2
(p · vH  vL)+(p · vH+(1  p) · vL  12(p · vH+ vL))
= (
1
2
+
1
2
p) ·E+(p · vH+(1  p) · vL)
When the monopolist charges vH , the total welfare is
W = pM+pS+pC = p(vH+E)+(vH  vH) = p(vH+E)
Next, we consider the scenario where there is low demand for the show. This
may be the case where the concert is not very popular. So we assume that
vL  p · vH > 0 (low demand)
When the monopolist charges vL, the scalper would not buy any tickets since it is
not profitable for the scalper to sell at any price. If the scalper sells at vL, the scalper
would not gain any profit. If the scalper sells at vH , he would lose profit due to the
low demand. Then the scalper would not participate at all. Thus, the monopolist’s
total revenue is vL+E. If the monopolist charges vH , once again the scalper would
not buy any tickets. Similar to the case where there is high demand, the number of
expected consumers is p and the monopolist’s total revenue is p(vH+E).
Proposition 6. Given low ticket demand, it is always optimal for the monopolist to
charge vL. The total welfare is W = E+(p · vH+(1  p) · vL)
Proof. The externality at which the monopolist is indifferent between charging the
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higher and the lower price is
E =
p · vH  vL
1  p
From our low demand assumption above, we know that p · vH   vL < 0, so E < 0.
However, externality will always be positive, since it corresponds to the spillover
revenue from concert attendance. Thus when there is low demand for tickets,
the monopolist will always charge vL. This is expected, given low demand the
monopoly will want to set a lower price to ensure that tickets will sell out. The
monopoly revenue will be vL+E. The total welfare when there is low ticket de-
mand is
W = (vL+E)+((p · vH+(1  p) · vL)  vL) = E+(p · vH+(1  p) · vL)
IV.2 General Case
Now, we focus on a more general model. Instead of just two consumers, as
we previously modeled, we now consider there to be a mass of scalpers of size q
who have zero valuation and a mass of regular consumers of size 1  q. The mass
of regular consumers values the ticket vH with probability p and vL with probability
1  p. Note that 0 p 1, 0 q 1, and vH > vL > 0.
Assume there is high demand, in other words p · vH   vL > 0. When the
monopolist charges vL, the scalper charges vH . The consumer buys directly from
the monopoly with probability 1  q, and the consumer buys the ticket from the
scalper with probability q · p. Therefore, the expected total revenue of the monopoly
is vL+((1  q)+ q · p) ·E. When the monopolist charges vH , the scalper does not
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participate because he cannot profit due to transaction costs. Thus, the expected
total revenue of the monopolist is p(vH+E).
Proposition 7. Given high ticket demand, if E > p·vH vL(1 p)(1 q) , then vL is the optimal
price the monopolist can charge . If E < p·vH vL(1 p)(1 q) , then vH is the optimal price
for monopolist can charge. The monopolist is indifferent between charging vH and
vL when E = p·vH vL(1 p)(1 q) .
Similar to the assumption made in the simple case, we will assume when
E = p·vH vL(1 p)(1 q) , the monopolist charges vL.
Proposition 8. The total welfare is
W =
8>><>>:
((1 q)+q · p) ·E+(p · vH+(1  p) · vL) if E   p·vH vL(1 p)(1 q)
p(vH+E) if E < p·vH vL(1 p)(1 q)
Proof. We sum the expected payoffs of the monopolist, scalper, and regular con-
sumer. The total welfare when the monopolist charges vL is
W = pM+pS+pC
= vL+((1 q)+q · p) ·E+q(p · vH  vL)+(p · vH+(1  p) · vL q · p · vH  (1 q)vL)
= ((1 q)+q · p) ·E+(p · vH+(1  p) · vL)
The total welfare when the monopolist charges vH is
W = pM+pS+pC = p(vH+E)+(vH  vH) = p(vH+E)
When the demand for ticket is low, our assumption becomes vL  p · vH > 0.
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The scalper will not participate in any transaction. If the monopolist charges vL, the
scalper would not purchase any tickets due to the existence of transaction costs. If
the monopolist charges vH , the scalper would never profit. Therefore, we focus our
attention on the behavior of the regular consumers when there is low ticket demand.
Proposition 9. Given low ticket demand, the monopolist will always charge vL. The
total welfare is W = E+(p · vH+(1  p) · vL)
Proof. This simplifies to the low ticket demand scenario for the simple case. The
monopolist’s revenue when it charges vL is vL+E; the monopolist’s revenue when
it charges vH is p(vH+E). Then the monopolist is indifferent between charging vL
and vH when E = p·vH vL1 p . The monopolist will charge vL if externality is above that
level, and it will charge vH if externality is lower. However, p ·vH vL < 0 and 1 
p> 0, then E < 0. This contradicts with our assumption that E > 0. Ergo, it is never
possible for E < p·vH vL1 p . The monopolist charges vL and the total welfare becomes
W = (vL+E)+((p · vH+(1  p) · vL)  vL) = E+(p · vH+(1  p) · vL).
V Comparative Statics
We will focus our analysis on the general case when there is high ticket de-
mand. For further comparative statics analysis, we will first examine the effect on
equilibrium payoffs and total welfare when exogenous parameters are adjusted: the
probability p that the mass of regular consumers values the ticket vH , the probabil-
ity q a consumer is a scalper, and externality E. Let us define E⇤ as the threshold
value of externality, so E⇤ is the value at which the monopolist is indifferent be-
tween charging vL and vH . For now, we will investigate the case where externality
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is above threshold level, i.e. E > E⇤, and the monopolist will charge vL. The results
of altering the parameters are shown below.
Proposition 10. If the probability that regular consumers have high valuation in-
creases, the equilibrium payoff of the monopolist, scalper, and the consumer will
increase. Thus, the total welfare will also be improved.
Proof. We considered how p affects welfare, and we found that dpMdp > 0,
dpS
dp > 0,
dpC
dp > 0,
dW
dp > 0.
Proposition 11. If the probability that a consumer is a scalper increases: the equi-
librium payoff of the monopolist and consumer decreases, the equilibrium payoff of
the scalper increases, total welfare declines.
Proof. We examined the effect of change in q on welfare. We discovered that dpMdq <
0, dpSdq > 0,
dpC
dq < 0,
dW
dq < 0.
Proposition 12. If externality increases, the equilibrium payoff of the monopolist
will increase, the equilibrium payoff of the scalpers and consumers remains the
same. Then, the total welfare will be improved.
Proof. We studied how E affects welfare, and we found that dpMdE > 0,
dpS
dE = 0,
dpC
dE = 0,
dW
dE > 0.
When the externality is below threshold level, E < E⇤, the monopolist will
charge vH . We observe that parameters p and E have positive relationships with
equilibrium payoff for a monopolist and total welfare. It is interesting to note the
probability of scalpers was not influential in this analysis. Furthermore, the equi-
librium payoff of the scalper and regular consumer remains zero regardless of how
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each parameter changes. The reason is that the scalper does not participate in the
game when the monopolist charges vH . Hence, only the consumer who value the
ticket at vH would purchase the ticket; he has no other competition for the ticket.
Next, we will analyze the change in E⇤ when we alter vH and vL. This allows
us to study how small changes in consumer valuation can affect monopolist’s behav-
ior. When vH increases, the threshold value for externality goes up since dE
⇤
dvH > 0.
Thus, the monopolist is more likely to charge high prices. When vL increases, the
threshold value for externality goes down, since dE
⇤
dvL < 0. Then, the monopolist is
more likely to charge low prices. These results are as anticipated; it is intuitive for
the monopolist to price higher (lower) when the consumer values the ticket more
(less).
We will also investigate how parameters p and q affect the threshold of exter-
nality.
Proposition 13. If the probability of the regular consumers with high valuation
increases, the monopolist is more likely to charge the higher price. Similarly, if the
mass of scalpers increases, then the monopolist is also more likely to charge the
higher price.
Proof. We found that dE
⇤
dp =
vH vL
(1 p)2(1 q) > 0 and
dE⇤
dq =
pvH vL
(1 p)(1 q)2 > 0. This sug-
gests the threshold value of externality will be increased, so the monopolist is more
likely to charge vH .
When the regular consumers increase their preference for high valuation tick-
ets, it is expected that the monopolist would be able to charge the higher price.
On the other hand, it is somewhat surprising that increasing the mass of scalpers
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will also encourage the monopolist to charge the high price. This can be under-
stood when we consider the consequence of increasing q. As the mass of scalpers
increases, the probability that a regular consumer will be able to acquire a ticket
diminishes. In essence, the profit of underpricing tickets is reduced. Therefore, in
order for the monopolist to be willing to continue undercharging tickets, the exter-
nality of having a ‘full-house” must increase. As a result, the monopolist is more
likely to charge vH . Furthermore, the high price will force the scalpers out of the
market, thus making any additional increase in the mass of scalpers inconsequen-
tial. This also reveals a limitation in our model: the mass of scalper is exogenous.
Even so, our result is similar to what Karp and Perloff (2005) concluded from their
model. They found that for small levels of uncertainty, allowing scalpers to enter
the market increases the limit prices, which increases monopolist’s profit. The in-
crease in mass of scalpers indicates a popular event. This suggests a high demand
for tickets, so the monopolist can charge a higher price accordingly.
Finally, we will examine the extreme cases. To begin with, we will set q
to be 0. Hence, we are assuming that there are no scalpers in the market. When
the monopolist charges vL, the expected total revenue of the monopoly is vL+E.
When the monopolist charges vH , the expected total revenue of the monopoly is
p(vH+E). Then we have E⇤ = p·vH vL1 p .
Proposition 14. In the case that there are no scalpers in the market. When the
demand for ticket is high, p · vH   vL > 0: the monopolist will charge vL if E >
p·vH vL
1 p , the monopolist will charge vH if E <
p·vH vL
1 p , the monopolist is indifferent
between charging vL and vH if E = p·vH vL1 p . When the demand for ticket is low,
vL  p · vH > 0, the monopolist always charges vL.
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Once again we assume, for simplicity, when the monopolist is indifferent
between charging vL and vH , the monopolist will charge vL due to the guarantee of
higher attendance rate.
Proposition 15. The total welfare is
W =
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
E+(p · vH+(1  p) · vL) if p · vH  vL > 0, E   p·vH vL1 p
p(vH+E) if p · vH  vL > 0, E < p·vH vL1 p
E+(p · vH+(1  p) · vL) if p · vH  vL < 0
We observe that total welfare when the monopolist charges vL does not de-
pend on the level of ticket demand. Additionally, when there is low ticket demand,
the total welfare, regardless of whether or not scalpers are present, remains the
same. This also applies to when there is high ticket demand and the monopolist
charges vH . The total welfare in that scenario does not change in the presence of
scalpers. However, given high ticket demand and the monopolist charges vL, there
is an improvement in total welfare when scalpers are prohibited.
Externality Estimation
Now, suppose that the monopolist is not “perfect”. We assume that the mo-
nopolist does not have full information on the actual value of externality until after
the event. Following the concert, the monopolist realizes externality was higher
than expected. Namely, the estimated externality was less than E⇤ when in reality
the actual externality amount E > E⇤. The monopolist should have charged vL, but
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it charged vH instead. Then the loss in monopolist’s welfare is
vL+((1 q)+q · p) ·E  p(vH+E) = (1 q)(1  p)E+(vL  pvH)
Accordingly, the loss in total welfare becomes
((1 q)+q · p) ·E+(p ·vH+(1  p) ·vL)  p(vH+E)= (1 q)(1  p)E+(1  p) ·vL
This shows the importance of evaluating the value of externality. Welfare is lost
when the monopolist sets the inefficient price. The monopolist can estimate E using
data from past concerts.
VI Conclusion
The paper attempts to examine the welfare effect of allowing scalpers in the
concert ticket market. We evaluated the current status of the primary ticket market
and its pricing decisions. Through our understanding of the concert ticket mar-
ket, we created a model that incorporated the primary ticket market, scalpers, and
regular consumers. We integrated the externality effect of concert attendance into
monopolist’s welfare, which to our knowledge has not been done in previous liter-
ature. This is relevant because Live Nation Entertainment, as a concert promoter
and primary ticket seller, will profit from concert attendance as well as a share
of the merchandising revenue and royalties from concessions. We found that to-
tal welfare cannot be improved when scalpers were introduced. Scalpers, who are
profit-seekers, do not participate in the market when there is low ticket demand and
when monopolist charges a high price given high ticket demand. Thus, in these
situations, total welfare does not change even when scalpers are not prohibited. In
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addition, we examined how externality plays a role in monopolist’s decision to price
tickets.
There are limitations to the model that could be improved to form a more
realistic model. As discussed previously, the mass of scalpers is currently an ex-
ogenous parameter. Consequently, scalpers do not enter the market when the mo-
nopolist charges the high price. In a complete model there would be determinants
of entry for scalpers (with some entry cost) and the value of q would be a result of
the equilibrium. Improvements can be made by defining the mass of scalpers as a
function of the popularity of the event, so we can solve for q. In an article from The
Economist, Live Nation Entertainment claimed 40% of tickets went unsold (2011).
On the other hand, for some concerts, tickets are sold out within the first few hours.
This demonstrates that the presence of scalpers is determined by how sought-after
the concert is. Another refinement on the model takes into consideration the con-
struction of consumer valuation. Instead of modeling consumer valuations using a
discrete set of high and low valuation, we can use a continuous distribution to eval-
uate consumer valuation. This will create a more well-rounded model by allowing
scalpers to take advantage of those consumers who value the tickets higher than
the high price offered by the monopolist. We predict that the change will increase
the equilibrium payoff of scalpers; on the contrary, the equilibrium payoff of reg-
ular consumers will decline. However, the total welfare should not be affected by
this adjustment. The mass of scalpers and consumer valuation are topics for future
work.
Our findings are similar to results from previous research. In some cases,
scalpers appear to lower total welfare. Under certain conditions (low ticket demand,
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high price set by the monopolist), total welfare was not affected by the presence of
scalpers. In fact, increasing the mass of scalpers encourages the monopolist to
charge a higher price. This increase in scalpers decreases the probability for regular
consumers to acquire tickets, so the monopolist would feel less motivated to under-
price tickets for the externality effect. Additionally, the monopolist has the incentive
of charging the high price since the increase in the mass of scalpers likely indicates
a popular event. We conclude that it is not necessary to institute laws which prohibit
scalpers. These laws would be difficult to enforce; the cost of implementing these
restrictions may offset the loss in welfare created from allowing scalpers. Further-
more, scalpers would likely find a way to circumvent the new guidelines, which
renders the regulation futile. As we review the current ticket market, the joint force
of Ticketmaster and Live Nation has a vast control over the concert industry. Its
involvement in the secondary ticket market will allow the company to hold even
more market power. From the standpoint of the consumers, regulators should pro-
mote competition in the primary ticket market instead of imposing limitations on
scalpers.
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